Recently, a reflection-mode near-field optical microscope with an apertureless tungsten tip has been introduced and 100-nm resolution has been achieved ͓R. Bachelot, P. Gleyzes, and A. C. Boccara, Microsc. Microanal. Microstruc. 5, 389 -397 ͑1994͔͒. The optical signal is recorded in parallel with a tappingmode atomic force microscope signal. By showing several images here, we confirm the capabilities of this device and clearly demonstrate a 20-nm ͑ϳ͞35͒ resolution that has been achieved with smaller tips. A study of these images shows that both the topography and the near electromagnetic field of the sample can be independently probed by this device. Additionally, we discuss the principle of our approach, notably on the basis of interference phenomena between a Rayleigh scatterer and its image through the reflecting surface, and some of the setup's experimental characteristics are presented.
Introduction
In the last 10 years, aperture scanning near-field optical microscopy ͑SNOM͒ has been widely demonstrated to break the diffraction barrier of optical microscopy by successfully achieving subwavelength optical resolution. Following a suggestion of Synge, 1 SNOM uses a small aperture ͑diameter, Ͻ Ͻ͒ in a metallic screen placed at a small distance ͑Ͻ Ͻ͒ from the sample surface to illuminate the sample locally ͑illumination mode 2 ͒ or to pick up the optical near field ͑collection mode 3 ͒. Although near-field optical microscopy has less resolving power and is somewhat less well known than scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ and atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒, it permits the study of a larger variety of sample properties. Indeed SNOM nowadays can be used to study most optical phenomena and properties observed by conventional microscopy: reflectivity, 4 optical transmission, 2 fluorescence, 5 spectroscopy, 6 polarization contrasts, 7 and magneto-optic 8 effects on a nanometer scale.
However, in the last few years two important points have become apparent. The first is that the surface topography of the sample often has a great influence on the SNOM signal, which can become more sensitive to the relief than to the optical properties of the sample. The main purpose of near-field optics is not to compete with AFM by measuring topography but rather to study the local optical properties of a sample. This is why the majority of devices are nowadays coupled with air force microscopy 10, 11 ͑or scanning tunneling microscopy 12 ͒, which uses the same tip so that topographical and optical properties can be dissociated from each other. In this way the AFM ͑or STM͒ measures topography whereas the SNOM signal independently describes the optical characteristics of the sample. The second point is more problematic: One becomes aware that since the first results of Pohl et al. 2 in 1984 the SNOM resolution has shown almost no improvement and is still limited to ϳ20 nm ͑ϳ͞30͒ in the best systems. The main reason for this limit is that for an aperture diameter smaller than the skin depth of the surrounding metallic screen, the concept of the hole can no longer be applied and a minimal optical aperture always exists whatever the hole diameter.
At the same time, a more discreet SNOM family has grown. This family uses apertureless tips to overcome the diffraction limit. [12] [13] [14] [15] Apertureless SNOM presents at least four advantages compared with the aperture SNOM systems. First, the technological challenge of building ultrasmall apertures is avoided. Second, the already existing AFM and STM probes can easily be used as optical probes by apertureless microscopes. Third, in aperture SNOM the presence of the metallic screen ͑diameter, Ͼ100 nm͒ surrounding the hole often limits the study to samples without rough topographical structures. Last, but not least, the resolution potential of apertureless SNOM is tremendous because the point of the apertureless tip may be viewed as one or a few dipoles that interact locally with the sample surface. This point of view does not involve any fundamental limit in resolution. In general, metallic tips are used because of their high scattering efficiency. 16 An apertureless tip can be used to perturb surface plasmons in the attenuated total reflection ͑ATR͒ configuration 17 to frustrate and scatter evanescent waves in scanning tunneling optical microscopy 18 ͑STOM͒ geometry 19 or can be coupled with a phaseshift interferometric system. 20, 21 Most of these systems work in transmission, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] which limits the study to transparent samples and prevents the study of important ones such as microelectronic or magneto-optic components.
Recently, we presented a reflection-mode apertureless SNOM ͑RASNOM͒ coupled with a tapping-mode AFM and demonstrated a 100-nm resolution. 22, 23 The purpose of the present paper is threefold. First, we want to specify the principle of the RASNOM. Second, we wish to show improvement in our resolution: We have clearly achieved a 20-nm resolution by using smaller tips. Third, we wish to confirm and discuss the capabilities and the characteristics of the system by presenting several new images of samples with known characteristics. For each image, we will attempt to characterize the nature of the contrast described by the SNOM signal, notably in terms of respective influence of both dielectric contrast and topography.
Description of the Principle
The basic idea is to use the complementary principle of the illumination-mode aperture SNOM suggested by Synge: Instead of using a small aperture in a metallic screen to illuminate the sample locally, we use a small metallic screen to prevent periodically the incident light field from reaching a small zone of the sample surface. This effect is achieved by making an etched tungsten tip vibrate ͑amplitude, 20 -200 nm͒ perpendicular to the sample surface on which a visible laser beam is focused by a large numerical aperture ͑N.A.͒ objective lens ͑Fig. 1͒. This focalization generates a micrometric diffraction spot. At the top of its trajectory ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ the tip point only slightly perturbs the incident light on the sample surface because of its small size. On the other hand, at the bottom of its trajectory ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ the tip is very close to the surface ͑Ͻ2 nm͒ and generates a much smaller and more local perturbation of the incident field, resulting in a field cancellation on a submicrometric area of the sample. In this way the laser beam-tip system illuminates the sample as shown in Fig. 2 , and the small optically selected zone of the sample surface only periodically takes part in the reflected light. The time-varying part of the reflected light is thus a near-field component that depends on the optical properties of the small region beneath the tip, whereas the continuous part represents a conventional far-field component associated with the diffraction spot. This idea of local perturbation of a diffraction spot was confirmed by a Rayleigh-Sommerfeld scalar calculation 17, 24 of the light-field distribution at the waist plane of a Gaussian laser beam ͑waist, 0.5 m; ϭ 0.67 m͒ in the presence of a 100-nm-diameter metallic screen above the waist at various waist to screen distances. The results of that calculation indicate that at a distance greater than 150 nm, the screen almost fails to perturb the incident field and that at a distance inferior to 10 nm the field amplitude is nearly zero on a small area of the waist plane. We can infer from this result that the metallic screen-Gaussian beam system is suitable for SNOM illumination of a sample placed at the waist plane.
This model, however, does not take into account the presence of the sample or the reflected or scattered optical fields. The naive pictures in Figs. 1 and 2 provide a good sense of the evolution of the electromagnetic-field distribution on the sample surface but no insight into the signal-generation mechanism and its relationship to the optical properties of the sample surface.
A more realistic approach would be to take advantage of the scattering properties of a small scattering particle ͑the tip end͒ close to a reflecting sample sur- face of well-defined optical properties 25 ͑Fig. 3͒. In such models the far-field intensity ͑that we detect through the microscope objective lens͒ is due to interference between the two coherent fields scattered by the particle ͓͑1͒, Fig. 3͔ and its image ͓͑2͒, Fig. 3͔ in the sample. For a fixed position ͑ z͒ of the tip above the surface the scattered intensity in a direction will have the form
where a 1 and a 2 are the amplitude of the scattered fields by the source ͓͑1͒, Fig. 3͔ and its image ͓͑2͒, Fig.  3͔ , and is the phase shift caused by reflection on the sample. If the sample local complex reflection coefficient just beneath the tip end is equal to ͑͒exp͓i r ͔͑͒, a 2 may be written as a 1 ͑͒ and may be expressed as
which gives
If sample-tip distance z is modulated at frequency ,
where the vibration amplitude A is Յz 0 , Eq. ͑3͒ can be written as
The Fourier decomposition of Eq. ͑5͒ shows that the detected optical intensity at frequency has the form
where J 1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and of the first order. If we assume that the incident angles are not very large and that 2 A Ͻ Ͻ , the scattering is almost isotropic and the dependence can be neglected. Equation ͑6͒ indicates that the far-fielddetected reflected optical intensity at the frequency depends on the local optical properties of the sample ͑, r ͒ and on the intensity of the field scattered by the tip ͑a 1 2 ͒, which is proportional to the square of the polarizability 16 :
where n* is the complex index of the tip material and R is the radius of the small metallic scattering particle ͑the tip end͒. In addition, Eq. ͑6͒ shows that the modulation at the frequency of the optical signal exists only when we have a sample surface below the tip. More sophisticated calculations using numerical solutions of the electromagnetic field indicate the limits of this approach and provide a more realistic view, especially when small topographical details of the sample are close to the tip. Indeed to be more realistic the metallic tip and the sample must be viewed as scattering͞diffracting objects, and all kinds of optical fields must be taken into account ͑Fig. 4͒. In Fig. 4 , E i is the incident light field. E s is the field reflected͞diffracted by the sample when illuminated by E i . E t is the field scattered by the metallic tip when lit by E i . E st is the field diffracted by the sample when illuminated by E t . E ts is the field scattered by the tip when illuminated by E s . In addition, interferences between the various fields have to be considered and multiple scattering between the tip and the sample may occur. In any case, because the SNOM signal is detected at the tip vibration frequency and because it corresponds to a light reflected on the sample surface, the SNOM signal is mainly made up of fields whose name contains the letters t and s, that is, E st and E ts that describe the local interaction between the tip and the sample surface.
Experimental
RASNOM ͑Fig. 5͒ is built from a conventional optical microscope ͑Olympus BHMJ͒ that simultaneously allows the focusing of the laser beam ͑ ϭ 0.67 m͒, the collection of the reflected light, and the observation of the working field ͑sample, tip, and diffraction spot͒. The N.A. of the objective lens is 0.8 or 0.55. The tip is an etched tungsten cone ͑base diameter, 125 m͒ bent and attached to a piezoelectric ceramic that excites it perpendicular to the sample at its resonant frequency. The typical dimensions of this cantilever are 5 mm ͑horizontal͒ by 1 mm ͑vertical͒, and its stiffness constant and resonant frequency f r are in the 20 -150-N͞m and 4 -6-kHz range, respectively. The curvature radius of the etched tip point is in the 10 -100-nm range, and the vibration amplitude of the cantilever ͑50 -200 nm peak to peak typically͒ is adjusted according to the expected resolution and sample topography and is measured by a transverse laser beam. It has been shown 26, 27 that these stiffness constants and vibration amplitudes adapt well to performing a repulsive-tapping-mode AFM procedure. This repulsive-mode AFM ensures that at the bottom of the tip trajectory the tip-sample distance is very small ͑Ͻ1 nm͒ and thus allows us to hope for a high resolution. The tapping-mode AFM also allows the vibration amplitude ͑and thus the average sampleprobe distance͒ to be stabilized at a constant value during scanning. This notably minimizes the direct influence of the sample topography on the SNOM signal and allows us to scan most of the surface topography without damage to the tip or the sample. In addition, the output signal of the feedback provides a topographic AFM image of the sample. This AFM image allows a better interpretation of the SNOM image. Indeed the AFM signal describes the topography of the sample, whereas the SNOM signal describes the near electromagnetic field at the sample surface. This field depends on the local dielectric contrast and also on the topography, which inevitably influences the optical near field, even if the sampleprobe separation is held constant during scanning. 28 Good knowledge of the topography ͑where the AFM signal is used͒ is thus essential for the study of the contrast in the SNOM signal. The SNOM signal is provided by lock-in detection of the reflected light at frequency f r , and the far-field optical signal is provided by direct detection with a low-pass filter. The RASNOM is therefore able to measure three signals simultaneously: a reflection-mode SNOM signal, a repulsive tapping-mode AFM signal, and a far-field optical signal.
Results and Discussions
A peculiarity of the SNOM working in reflection is that interference between the incident light field and the reflected light field may occur. 6, 29 This is seen in Fig. 6 , which represents the measured SNOM signal and vibration amplitude when the vibrating tip to the sample surface is approached. For this measurement the vibration amplitude was 30 nm ͑60 nm peak to peak͒. In Fig. 6 the zero of the approach distance corresponds to the position where the tip begins to tap on the sample surface. Hence the positive distances correspond to the free oscillation of the tip ͓vibration amplitude constant, Fig. 6͑c͔͒ , and the negative distances correspond to a damping of the amplitude because one continues to lower the vibrating tip in interaction with the sample surface. In Fig.  6͑a͒ we note that the spatial fluctuation period of the SNOM signal is equal to ͞2 ͑335 nm͒. This is farfield behavior: The vibrating tip has scattered in a spatial fringe system caused by interference between the incident light field and the reflected one. When the tip reaches the surface its vibration amplitude suddenly decreases ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒ because of the atomic force interactions with the sample and the SNOM signal decreases also ͓Fig. 6͑d͔͒. This confirms the necessity of keeping the tip vibration amplitude constant during scanning. The simple Eq. ͑6͒ can explain the two behaviors shown in Fig. 6: ͑1͒ The periodic pattern ͑period ͞2͒ when we change the sample-surface distance z 0 , keeping the vibration amplitude A constant ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒.
͑2͒ The SNOM signal variation with regard to the amplitude of the tip motion, which is close to linear ͑ z 0 Ͻ Ͻ , A Ͻ Ͻ , ⌬z 0 Ͻ Ͻ , ⌬A Ͻ Ͻ ͒ but not exactly ͓Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑d͔͒.
Another characteristic of RASNOM common to all apertureless systems is that the detected optical near field is not trapped by an aperture and guided in the aperture probe ͑monomode optical fiber or glass micropipet͒ but is scattered by the tip end and is propagated in air. This scattered light thus may be sensitive to the surrounding topography. This can explain some characteristics of the next SNOM image. Figure 7 shows the simultaneously recorded AFM and SNOM images of a 100-nm-wide, 80-nmdeep, silicon groove surrounded by gold. This sample has been prepared by x-ray lithography. For this image the peak-to-peak vibration amplitude was adjusted to 200 nm. We have used this isolated pattern as a test sample to give an idea of the impulse response function of the RASNOM. The drop in the SNOM signal in response to the groove may be due to the smaller optical reflection coefficient of silicon ͑3 times smaller than that of gold at ϭ 0.67 m͒ and likely also to the abrupt topography. Indeed the weak rise of the SNOM signal in the middle of the groove leads us to believe that the topography influence does exist despite the AFM coupling: Just at the middle of the groove the scattering from the tip point would be a bit less hampered by the vertical gold walls of the groove. In this case the behavior of Fig. 6 . Dependence of the detected SNOM signal and vibration amplitude versus the vibrating tip-sample distance ͑vibration amplitude, ϳ60 nm͒: ͑a͒, ͑c͒ before tapping, ͑a͒ SNOM signal. We can clearly note the far-field behavior: The tip scatters in a ͞2 period spatial fringe system: ͑c͒ vibration amplitude ͑free oscillation͒, ͑b͒, ͑d͒ tapping, ͑b͒ SNOM signal, ͑d͒ vibration amplitude. Fig. 7 . ͑a͒, ͑b͒ Near-field images of a silicon groove ͑100 nm wide, 80 nm deep͒ surrounded by gold: ͑a͒ topography determined by AFM; ͑b͒ SNOM; ͑c͒, ͑d͒ corresponding profiles; ͑c͒ AFM; ͑d͒ SNOM.
the SNOM signal can thus be explained by a local variation of the complex dielectric constant of the sample as well as by a spatial modification of the electromagnetic near field resulting from the presence of this highly diffracting acute topography ͑the groove͒. In any case the variation in the SNOM signal has not been induced by a variation in the vibration amplitude, which has been kept constant by the AFM feedback. Therefore, in the case of this sample, there is some doubt about the origin of the SNOM response.
In Fig. 8 the SNOM profile of a groove has been recorded at various distances from the sample ͑i.e., from the contact with the sample surface͒. For all these scans the oscillation of the tip is unconstrained ͑a free oscillation͒, and no AFM feedback is used. Two main SNOM characteristics are verified in Fig.  8 :
The high dependence of the resolution on the probe-sample distance. 5 The probe-sample distance is a very critical parameter in near-field optics.
We note in Fig. 8͑a͒ that at a 60-nm distance the high resolution ͑better than 100 nm͒ observed in Fig.  7 has been compromised and has become a 400-nm resolution. This phenomenon is in keeping with the Fourier theory of the diffraction. 30 Indeed this theory predicts that the high spatial frequencies of a sample generate by diffraction mainly evanescent waves that are associated with an attenuation factor k a , 1͞k a representing the distance from the sample plane at which the evanescent-wave amplitude is attenuated to 1͞e. 30 A direct consequence of this theory is that at a distance d from the sample surface a probe can detect only sample spatial frequencies lower than f c , where f c is given by
This cutoff frequency f c may be associated with a spatial lateral resolution R ϭ 1͞f c , which is roughly equal to 2d for spatial frequencies much larger than the inverse of the wavelength of the light. 31 Therefore at d ϭ 60 nm the expected resolution is ϳ380 nm. Figure 8 confirms the necessity of using the AFM feedback to maintain the probe in contact with the sample surface, so that the SNOM resolution is as high as possible and furthermore is not modified by the topography during scanning.
For a clearer idea of the nature of the SNOM contrast, we have studied samples ͑20-nm iron oxide bumps on a silicon substrate͒ having a topography inverse to the previous lithographic sample. Figure  9 presents the AFM and SNOM profiles when five such bumps are scanned. We note that the SNOM signal drops in response to the bumps, as observed with the grooved lithographic samples, leading us to hope for independence of the SNOM signal and the local topography ͑and the topographic signal͒. Moreover this drop in the SNOM signal above the iron oxide ͑FeOOH͒ bumps was expected in terms of optical contrast, because the average index of refraction of the FeOOH ͑ϳ2.3 in the visible͒ is weaker than that of silicon ͑ϳ3.8 at ϭ 0.67 m͒. Nevertheless the complex topography of this sample perhaps has affected the SNOM response, and we cannot be sure that this SNOM contrast is a pure optical contrast.
The SNOM resolution exhibited by Figs. 7 and 9 is comparable with that of the AFM: ϳ80 nm.
By observing Figs. 7 and 9, we may wonder why the Fig. 8 . SNOM profile of a silicon groove surrounded by gold at various distances from the contact: ͑a͒ 60 nm, ͑b͒ 90 nm, ͑c͒ 100 nm, ͑d͒ 300 nm, ͑e͒ 800 nm, ͑f ͒ 1200 nm. The unit of the SNOM signal is arbitrary. The abscissa unit is the micrometer ͑scanning distance͒.
SNOM resolution is comparable with that of AFM. Indeed, according to Fig. 4 , it is clear that, although the large N.A. of the objective lens permits the concentration of the light power at the tip end, parts other than the extreme tip end may contribute to the SNOM signal. These undesirable contributions are much less resolving than that of the extreme end. They harm the resolution very little, however, because they are not sensitive to the spatial variations of the sample optical properties during scanning. This is especially true if these variations are rough ͑have small patterns͒ and if the scanning range is small. This fact is still confirmed in Fig. 10 , which represents the AFM and SNOM images of two 100-nm-wide grooves separated by 700 nm in a 50-nmthick chromium layer on a quartz substrate. This sample was prepared by electron-beam lithography.
The bottom of each 50-nm-deep groove thus corresponds to SiO 2 ͑4% optical reflection coefficient at ϭ 0.67 m͒, whereas the surrounding material corresponds to chromium ͑64% optical reflection coefficient͒. The sample has been covered entirely by a thin gold film ͑10 nm͒, which results in an optical reflection coefficient of the grooves as roughly 2 times smaller than that of the surrounding zone instead of being 16 times smaller without the gold layer. The N.A. of the objective lens is 0.55, which corresponds to a diffraction spot diameter equal to 1.22͞N.A. ͑or 1.5 m͒. According to the Rayleigh criterion, the resolution associated with the diffraction spot is thus 750 nm, which roughly corresponds to the separation between the two grooves. In Fig. 10͑c͒ we note indeed that the far-field optical signal resolves only the two grooves. On the other hand, the two grooves are clearly resolved in the SNOM signal of Fig. 10͑b͒ . In Fig. 10͑b͒ the observed drop of the SNOM signal is probably due both to the zone of lower reflectance ͑SiO 2 ͒ and the topography of the groove, as observed in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 10 , note that the SNOM resolution is comparable with that of AFM, which confirms that the influence of the other parts of the tip on the SNOM resolution is negligible, as observed in Figs. 7 and 9. Nevertheless this influence can be experimentally observed. An example is presented in Fig.  11 that represents the near-field images of a 100 -300-nm grating. The materials of this sample are identical to that of the groove presented in Fig. 7 , silicon and gold. In these images the AFM resolution is clearly a bit better than that of the SNOM image. This is especially clear on the left of the images. In this case the optical contribution from the tip body ͑other than the extreme point͒ is thus observable, perhaps because of the particular shape Fig. 9 . Near-field profiles of iron-oxide ͑FeOOH͒ nanometric bumps on a silicon substrate: ͑a͒ tapping mode AFM ͑topogra-phy͒, ͑b͒ SNOM. Fig. 10 . Images of two 100-nm-wide quartz grooves in a 50-nmdeep chromium film obtained by ͑a͒ AFM, ͑b͒ SNOM, ͑c͒ conventional optical microscopy ͑50ϫ, 0.55 N.A.͒. The 700-nm separation between the two grooves corresponds to the Rayleigh criterion limit associated with the optical far field, whereas the SNOM clearly resolves the two grooves.
of the tip used for this image. In the AFM image ͓Fig. 11͑a͔͒, one notes the presence of a small topographic flaw ͑at x ϭ 400 nm, y ϭ 700 nm͒ that does not appear in the SNOM image ͓Fig. 11͑b͔͒: The local optical reflection coefficient does not seem to be influenced by this small amount of missing gold. This phenomenon is also observed in Fig. 12 , which presents the near-field images of two silicon lines, separated by 300 nm, surrounded by gold. In Fig.  12͑a͒ we note that the two lines are widely resolved and that the resolution is ϳ100 nm. In the corresponding AFM image ͓Fig. 12͑b͔͒ the AFM signal rises only slightly back between the two lines. This is not due to a low AFM resolution, because the tip used for this image has also been used to obtain the AFM image of another identical pattern ͓Fig. 12͑c͔͒. In this image the two grooves are perfectly resolved. The pattern in Figs. 12͑a͒ and 12͑b͒ is thus damaged, and a gold thickness of ϳ50 nm is missing between the two grooves. Despite this topographical flaw, the local dielectric properties of gold have not been modified between the two lines: The SNOM signal has dropped only at the silicon lines. Indeed, because the skin depth of gold is ϳ15 nm at this wavelength, the reflection coefficient of a 100-nm-thick gold layer is identical to that of a 50-nm-thick gold layer: ϳ0.98 ͑for light intensity͒ at ϭ 0.67 m for normal incidence. All the previous images exhibited a 50 -100-nm resolution that seems to be limited only by the size of the end of the commercial tips ͑Micro Probe Inc.͒ used for these experiments. To achieve a better resolution we have equipped an electrochemical setup 32 to produce our tips. Figure 13 shows a typical tip end that we obtain by this technique. In Fig. 13 the radius of curvature achieved is ϳ15 nm. The preparation time for such a tip is ϳ8 min, and the production cost does not exceed one dollar per tip. Figures 14 and 16 present near-field images recorded with the same homemade tungsten tip. In Fig. 14 the sample is made of a 50-nm-high chromium step on a quartz substrate. As for Fig. 10 the sample surface is covered entirely by a thin gold film; at the bottom of the step the optical reflection coefficient is thus again approximately 2 times smaller than that at the top of the step. In the SNOM image ͓Fig. 14͑b͔͒ the vertical dark stripes are not physical and are due only to temporal fluctuations of the SNOM signal during the scanning time. The AFM profile ͓Fig. 14͑c͔͒ indicates that the step topography is not perfect. There are small bumps at the step edge and a weak rise at the slope. On the other hand, the SNOM signal is not sensitive to these imperfections and suddenly decreases at a location at which the chromium thickness is probably not large enough to represent a highly reflecting layer. The scanning Fig. 11 . Images of a 100 -300-nm grating ͑gold and silicon͒: ͑a͒ AFM, ͑b͒ SNOM. The resolution of the AFM image is a bit better than that of the SNOM image. Fig. 12 . Near-field images of two silicon lines surrounded by gold: ͑a͒ SNOM image, ͑b͒ corresponding AFM image, ͑c͒ AFM image of another identical pattern obtained by using the same tip. distance necessary so that the SNOM signal passes from the high optical level to the low optical level is equal to 40 nm, which corresponds to a 20-nm resolution according to the Rayleigh criterion. This resolution and these behaviors are confirmed by Fig. 15 , which shows the near-field profiles of another part of this sample.
The polarization of the laser diode, used to illuminate the sample, is linear and parallel to the x axis of the images. In our configuration, unlike the STOM configuration, for example, no global s or p polarization can be defined because no global plane of incidence can be defined. On the other hand, the polarization of the incident light is important with regard to the local geometry of the sample. For all the previous images, because the polarization direction was parallel to the grooves, the field was mainly tangential to the sample surface ͑local s polarization͒. It is not the case with the following sample, and local variation in the type of polarization ͑s or p͒ can explain some characteristics of the following image. Figure 16 represents the 1-m 2 AFM and SNOM images of a square-shaped pattern made of the same materials as those of Fig. 14 . On the right side of the square, we may observe a large drop in the SNOM signal that does not appear on the top side. This may be a polarization effect. Indeed the light field is tangential to the metallic surface over the entire top side ͑s polarization͒, whereas it is mainly perpendicular to the surface of the right side ͑ p polarization͒. Because we know that the intensity reflectance for p polarization is generally much smaller than that for s polarization, 33 it may be assumed that this effect is a polarization contrast. In the SNOM image ͓Fig. 16͑b͔͒, note a small dark pattern ͑at x ϭ 950 nm, y ϭ 0 nm͒ that may be an absorbing particle ͑dust, for example͒ and that corresponds to a high topography in the AFM image ͓Fig. 16͑a͔͒, whereas the bottom of the square ͑low topography͒ also corresponds to a low SNOM signal in the same image. This demonstrates once more the independence between the two signals.
Conclusions and Future Research
Several images have confirmed the capability of the RASNOM to break the diffraction barrier. Some experimental effects specific to reflection-mode and apertureless systems have been brought to the fore. By using homemade tips, the SNOM resolution has been improved with regard to that exhibited by the first results: A 20-nm resolution has been clearly achieved.
The reflection mode allows us to study opaque samples as well as transparent samples. The combination with a tapping-mode AFM permits us to study most of the surface topography and to keep the tipsample average separation constant throughout.
The study of several known samples presenting various optical and topographic characteristics has shown that the two signals ͑AFM and SNOM͒ could be independent. This leads us to assume that the AFM signal describes the topography, whereas the SNOM signal independently describes the near optical field. Nevertheless, even though the SNOM signal always varied as expected, with regard to the known optical properties of the materials ͑a drop at silicon compared with gold, a rise at chromium compared with SiO 2 ͒, it is important to include the influence of the topography on the near optical field and thus on the SNOM signal. In the figures the general aspect of the SNOM image resembles the AFM image. This is probably because topography contrasts also correspond to dielectric contrasts in the case of these samples, but this leads us to question ourselves about the nature of the SNOM response and the respective influences of the topographical and dielectric local properties of the sample on the SNOM signal. This is why it is important to study samples presenting no topographical contrast but a large optical contrast. We have begun this study. The sample that we studied is made of boron patterns implanted in the silicon layer. Both the implantation dose and the implantation energy have been adjusted to avoid disrupting the silicon surface and introducing topographic features. The first results of this study demonstrate a pure dielectric contrast in the SNOM signal. ͑A publication presenting these results is in progress.͒ Recently, we carried out an IR experiment ͑ ϭ 10.6 m͒, using the same tips. 34 The resolution ͑͞ 600͒ has demonstrated that our resolution does not depend on the wavelength of the light but on the tip size. This result leads us into IR near-field optics, which currently is an almost unexplored field.
The construction of a second microscope is finished. It is able to function in the transmission mode also and allows fluorescence experiments and the study of polarization contrasts. This last capability notably allows us to perform magneto-optic experiments.
If we consider that the main physical effect of the RASNOM is a dipole-dipole interaction between the end of the tip and the sample, no fundamental limit in resolution exists. Currently this resolution seems to be limited only by the tip end size. We hope to soon improve the SNOM resolution once more by using more and more etched tips.
Our SNOM principle, however, presents a drawback compared with the aperture systems. This drawback is common to all apertureless systems: Unlike aperture configurations, no local sample illumination is possible. With the large illumination area, the photodegradation of the sample can be a serious problem for sensitive samples. Nevertheless, if we take advantage of the local extremely strong field enhancement that may occur in the gap between a metallic tip and a sample surface, 35 we could illuminate the sample locally, as for the aperture SNOM, using a very weak incident optical flux.
A theoretical approach to RASNOM is in progress and will help us to better understand the SNOM signal and to better control the parameters of the setup. This approach is global 36 because the coupling between the sample and the probe cannot be neglected. Indeed, the tip being metallic, two diffracting objects are present, the sample and the probe.
